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25 Students Join March
Lawrentians in Milwaukee 
Say ‘Certainly Worthwhile’
Last weekend, October 7 and
STUDENTS from I .awrence gather with other demon­
strators in the basement of St. Boniface C hurch in Milwau­
kee to join in freedom songs before the rally in the sanctu­
ary.
To, If,. . .  and When To Proctor; 
Yes . . .  That Is The Question
8, twenty-five students from Law­
rence and a Post-Crescent report­
er went down to the near north 
side of Milwaukee to participate 
in demonstrations for an Open 
Housing ordinance, a law which 
would allow Negroes or any oth­
er minority group to live any­
where in Milwaukee so that they 
would not be segregated into the 
ghettoes in which they now live.
As the bus departed from the 
Chapel Saturday morning, Dave 
Chambers, Student Senate pres­
ident and co-organizer otf the civ­
il rights trip, told the group about 
the commando organization which 
carries out and plans all Open 
Housing marches.
The bus arrived about 1 at St. 
Boniface Church, site of the dem­
onstration rallies, starting point 
for the marches, and headquarters 
for the commandos, the NAACP 
Youth Council, and Father James 
Groppi, leader and key advocate 
of the Open Housing demonstra­
tions. At St Boniface, the Law­
rence contingent was greeted cor­
dially by Negroes wearing NAACP 
and Commando sweat-shirts with 
slogans on the back like "Soul 
Brother," We Love Father Grop­
pi,” “Freedom Fighters,” "Sock 
It to Me Black Power," “Keep 
the Faith Baby,” and many oth­
ers.
At 3 p.m., all demonstrators as­
sembled in the yellow, gold, and 
white St. Boniface sanctuary for 
the rally which proceeds all 
marches. As the demonstrators 
seated themselves in the pews, 
the commandoes stationed them­
selves on the periphery of the 
sanctuary, and Youth Council 
members led in freedom songs 
and civil rights chants which soon 
had the whole assembly clapping, 
singing and shouting.
A young Negro girl grabbed a 
microphone and danced up and 
down the center aisle belting out 
songs including "Sock It To Me 
Black Power,” “Get Ready, 
’Cause Black Power’s Cornin’,” 
“Which Side Are You On, Boy?” 
and old favorites like “We Shall 
Overcome."
Singing for an hour and a half 
left the demonstrators emotion­
ally charged as students at a 
pep rally before a big game. Af­
terwards, representatives from 
the out-of-town marchers intro­
duced their groups.
At 5 p.m. the demonstrators 
were ushered outside the church 
for the nearly five hour march 
Saturday night. The commandoes, 
all powerfully built, well organ­
ized, courteous, male Negroes, 
lined the marchers up in threes 
along the sidewalk. Soon the 
march began: the demonstrators, 
over 300 strong, sang and clapped, 
the commandoes, bringing up the 
front, rear, and sides of the col­
umn shouted words of encourage­
ment, halted traffic along the 
route, discouraged any would-be 
trouble makers outside the col­
umn, and kept the column itself 
orderly.
Marching through the Negro 
districts, many smiling families 
turned out on the porches of their 
homes—some of which were quite 
decrepit — and cheered and sang 
along with the demonstrators. Up-
Enrollment Up 
To 1,294 Here
The university has opened its 
120th year with a total enroll­
ment of 1,294, about 20 more 
than last year at this time.
The lost includes nearly 40 
students at the study center at 
Boennigheim, Germany, as well 
as smaller numbers participat­
ing in programs of the Associat­
ed Colleges of the Midwest locat­
ed in the Chicago area. 9tudents 
are involved there in the Urban 
Semester in Education and the 
Argonme National Laboratories 
program in science.
Other students engaged in off- 
campus work are in a classics 
program in Rome and indepen­
dent study at the Guthrie Thea­
tre in Minneapolis.
There are 728 men and 565 
women in the student body at 
present. The Conservatory of 
Music’s enrollment is 106.
on entering the white neighbor­
hoods the attitude was less friend­
ly: several police appeared to es­
cort the marchers as the whites 
looked on with indifference, cur­
iosity, or dislike.
One lady, coming out of a bar 
as the marchers passed, chanted, 
“No More SchJitz!” motioned 
thumbs down. Other whites, es­
pecially those on the Polish south 
side, muttered obscenities at the 
marchers. Jim Snodgrass narrow­
ly missed getting struck with a 
flying salt-shaker.
When the marchers entered Wis­
consin Avenue, the main street of 
Milwaukee, the column divided 
into subcolumns which walked 
along both sides of the avenue, 
attracting much attention.
That night, after a relatively 
peaceful but tiring march, the 
Lawrence group met with the 
commandoes at the St. Francis 
Social Center for a  brief party. 
All the students that talked to the 
commandoes found them “con­
cerned, very perceptive, and 
quite intelligent,” especially the 
commando leaders who wore ar­
my badges of rank like lieuten­
ant's bars on their sweatshirts 
or shirt collars.
On Sunday morning many of the 
demonstrators celebrated Mass at 
St. Boniface. Parts of the service 
(Continued on Page 5)
Frosh Tutoring 
To Begin Here
A new program involving vol­
untary academic aid for interest­
ed freshmen has been planned 
here this year. Upperclassmen 
Rich Bush and Sara Lynn Wil- 
more, concerned about the diffi­
culty many freshmen have adjust­
ing to the academic pressures of 
Lawrence, having initiated a pro­
gram of voluntary tutoring.
Any freshman who might wish 
additional help in a particular 
subject may call Rich Bush or 
Sara Lynne Wiknore, and an up- 
porclass volunteer will then con­
tact the freshman to arrange per­
iodic tutoring sessions. The tu­
toring program will be conducted 
with the cooperation of the fresh­
man’s professors.
The originators of the proposal, 
when interviewed by the Lawren- 
tian this week, stressed the fact 
that they “do not expect to offer 
a panacea.” Rather, the tutoring 
group will supplement the efforts 
of advisors, counselors, and pro­
fessors.
A dozen upperclassmen have 
been enlisted to do the tutoring, 
and more will be added to the 
group if necessary.
LAWRENTIAN REGRETS 
We regret that the first two 
issues of this year’s Lawren- 
tian came late to our subscrib­
ers. Unavoidable delays were 
encountered in converting our 
subscription lists from an Ad- 
dressograph system to a com­
puter application.
Tuesday’s meeting of the Com­
mittee on Administration saw 
the approval of two proposals 
concerned with the administer­
ing of open dorms. Of notable 
significance was the sanctioning 
of a pledge system in Coleman 
Hall. Under this plan students 
participating in the open dorms 
program will sign an oath of al­
legiance to the University’s rules 
governing visitation.
Trever Hail also had its pro­
gram approved pending revi­
sions in the punitive clause. A 
sub-committee of the Commit­
tee on Administration, composed 
of John P. Dreher, Harold K. 
Schneider, and Kenneth R. Verv 
derbush will reconsider the sec­
tion in question.
Open dorms will once again be 
scheduled on Sunday afternoons 
from 2 p.m. to 5 p jn., subject 
to the committee’s acceptance of 
some system designed to ensure 
that the rules governing open 
dorms — namely rooms illum­
inated and doors ajar — are 
followed.
The first proposal approved by 
the committee was submitted by 
Phi Kappa Tau and includes the 
following list of provisions.
Guests will be signed in and 
out in a book to be kept by the 
housemother. Enforcement of 
the “rooms illuminated and 
doors ajar” dause will be the 
responsibility of the fraternity 
president or his delegate. First 
time violators will be subject to 
reprimand by the house coun­
cil, while any second violation 
will send the names of the cul­
pable parties directly to the 
dean of men.
Kenneth R. Venderbush ex-
Vettderbushes
Branch Out
Monday, October 9th, brought 
with it a new addition to the 
family of Mr. Kenneth R. Ven­
derbush, dean of men. At 2 a.m. 
that morning Mrs. Venderbush 
gave birth to a five and one-half 
pound baby girl. The family has 
not yet decided on a name for 
the baby.
plained that the committee is 
“ intent not on legislating what 
will happen,” but that it found 
last year’s “absence of enforce­
ment and discussion of sexual 
ethics intaler ab4e.’’
Tf»e Committee on Administra­
tion is also sending to the trus­
tees a proposal calling for Sat­
urday afternoon group visitation 
ri^hLs. Venderbush referred to 
this proposal as an “act of good 
faith to the students.”
The committee is anticipating 
proposals of three general types. 
The first would make provision 
for the hiring of a proctor, such 
as a housemother or a head resi­
dent. The second would leave 
the responsibility of enforcement 
with the officers in the living 
unit. The third program would 
call for students to sign a kind 
of social pledge and indude spot 
proctoring.
Whatever the proposals, and 
whatever the decisions of the 
committee; open dorms, proc­
toring, and the legislation of Stu­
dent morality seem destined to 
be issues of major importance 
again this year.
Judge Reports 
On Car Parking
Charles A. Judge, assistant 
dean of men, reports that 44 non­
commuting seniors have register­
ed cars this year. The total for 
this year is expected to surpass 
the 66 which were registered last 
year.
So far there have been 10 vio­
lations, all of which were first 
parking offenses imposing $5 
fines. However, Judge con­
fessed, “ I’m not sure that all 
cars on campus are registered.” 
If this is true, there will proba­
bly be more fines.
By Sunday, Oct. 8, all cars not 
registered by seniors or commut­
ers will have to be removed from 
the campus.
THE LAWRENTIAN wishes 
to extend congratulations to 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Ven­
derbush on the birth of their 
second daughter.
THE M A R C H E R S  proceed in rows of three through the 
near north side of Milwaukee after leaving St. Boniface on 
Saturday night.
DWA Wants Better Living>
T H E  WORKERS of the Oscar J. Boldt Construction Company toil arimist the cool to 
cold October weather to complete the Jason Downer Food Center adjacent to Kohler 
Hall, by the deadline.
CALENDAN
Satarfey, October 14
Homecoming—« holiday 
Homecoming breakfast, Union, 
»-10:30 a m  
Soccer, Beloit, 10:30 a.m.
Gross country, Cornet), 12:30 
p.m.
Football, Cornell, 1:30 p.m. 
Homecoming reception, Union, 
4-5 p.m.
Open houses following game: 
fraternity houses, women’s 
dorms, Panhei wing 
Homecoming dance, Forester 
Club, 9 p.m.-l a m
S u d sy, October J5 
Fflm Classics, “La Strada,” 
Stan4bury, 7 p.m.
Taeaday. October 37 
Science Colloquium: Prof. Kurt 
Weiss; Dept, of Pfiy»k>k>gy, 
University of Oklahoma Med. 
ical Center; Hie Biology of 
Aging,” Youngchald 161, 4:30 
p.m.
SDS meeting, Union lounge, 7 
p.m.
Wedaeaday. October 18
Soccer, St. Norbert, 3 p.m.
Tbarsday, October 19
Convocation: Dr. Frances 0. 
Kelsey, ‘"Introduction of New 
Drugs,” Chapel, 11:10 a.m. 
Archeological Society: Antony 
Raubitecnek, Stanford Uni­
versity, ‘‘Athenian Ostra­
cism,” Art center, 8 p.m.
Friday, October 20 
Fihn Classics, Chaplin Festi­
val, Stansbury, 7 p.m.
Saturday, October 21 
Soccer at Ripon, 10 a.m. 
Football at Ripon, 1:30 p.m. 
Phi Kappa Tau-Kappa Delta 
Brawl, Tau house.
Senate Endorses Extended 
Fraternity Visiting Schone
OPEN HOUSE 
The Panhellenic Council will 
hold an open house in the pan­
el wing tomorrow following the 
football game. Freshman wo­
men and their parents are es­
pecially invited to attend.
Monday night’s Student Sen­
ate meeting in the Riverview 
Lounge touched upon the issues 
of extended visiting hours in 
fraternities, possible budget 
changes, and new proposals 
concerning Milwaukee Open 
Housing.
The I.F.C. introduced for the 
Senate’s endorsement their pro­
posed revisions of fraternity 
house visiting privileges. The 
proposal caUs for extending Fri­
day and Saturday night visiting 
hours on the quad by 45 min­
utes. The Senate approved the 
proposal with one dissenting 
vote.
Steve Bogue explained that 
the proposal would allow upper­
classmen women to make use 
of their newly extended hours. 
Proctoring would be the respon­
sibility of chapter officers.
The point was made that ex­
tending frat hours would create 
inequality of social regulations 
between dormitories and frater­
nities. To the request for simi­
lar extensions in dorms and in 
the Union, Mark Orton suggest­
ed that upperclassmen living in 
dorms might be capable of sub­
mitting their own proposal.
Last week’s motion, the sub­
traction of $200 from the Ariel 
budget to be added to Tropos, 
was defeated with only four af­
firmative votes. It was gen­
erally agreed that the Ariel 
could not effectively operate on 
a smaller budget. A second mo­
tion to allot any surplus from 
last year’s Ariel budget to this 
year’s Tropos was tabled.
At the request of Senate Vice- 
President Jim Snodgrass, the 
Senate approved a motion to 
support a bill now pending be­
fore a State committee to 
change the minimum voting age 
in Wisconsin from 21 to 19.
Scott Lewis presented three
Defeat Those Union Hill Colds!
. . . Open a STUDENT ACCOUNT
“PILLS ‘N’ THINGS”
204 East College Avenue 
We Carry a com plete  line of COMETICS and  
TOILETRIES
proposals concerning the pres­
ent Open Housing controversy 
in Milwaukee. Fundamentally, 
the proposals are: 1) to send 
a resolution to the Milwaukee 
Common Council expressing 
Lawrence’s interest in the issue, 
2) to urge Milwaukee area stu­
dents to correspond with their 
aldermen and other civic lead­
ers, and 3) to send letters to 
other Wisconsin schools advis­
ing them of these two proposals.
At the suggestion of Jim 
Streater, further consideration 
of the three proposals was ta­
bled in expectation of more 
forthcoming proposals on this
Mary Ann Michael, Downer 
Women’s Association president, 
discussed DWA and its goals for 
the coming year with the Law- 
rentian this week Unlike most 
other associations. Miss Michael 
pointed out DWA is not primarily 
a judicial body. Though it does set 
up rules, it has two primary func­
tions on the Lawrence campus.
The first is to make the dorms 
‘‘more livable.” This job is mainly 
in the hands of the house coun­
cils which govern each of the 
women’s dorms.
Miss Michael wants the dorms 
used in more ways than previous­
ly. “We want them to be more 
than a place to go between stops 
at the Union and the Library.”
One of the ways suggested for 
better utilization of the dorms 
deals with the lounges on each 
floor of the women’s dorms- Miss 
Michael hopes to present to the 
administration the idea of using 
the lounges for faculty-student 
discussions.
DWA’s second role is an in­
formational one. The association 
will try to supply information of 
interest to Lawrence women.
As part of this goal, a sex edu­
cation conference is tentatively 
planned for the second term. 
There will be an outside speaker. 
Possibly, part of the Infirmary
CONCERT TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets for the Artist Series 
concert at the Czech Philhar­
monic on Friday, Nov. 3, arc 
now on sale at the university 
box office in the Mosic-Drama 
Center.
Special student rates are of­
fered for the series and for 
the single concert-
Inter-Fraternity Council 
Considers Rush Problems
Rush, discrimination deadlines, 
budget, and security problems 
face the Inter-Fraternity Council 
this fall.
A smoothly operated system of 
fraternities is the Council’s main 
objective, and to accomplish 
this, the Council sets up and 
maintains rules which adhere to 
the University’s ideals.
CHIP TAGGART 
President Inter-Fraternity 
Council
Presently, the Inter-Fraternity 
Council is concerned with pre- 
initiation activities and the en­
forcement of rush rules which 
create a fair system of compe­
tition for freshmen.
The Council wishes to assure 
the freshmen that the decision 
of pledging will be theirs alone, 
and that there will be no pres­
sure from the fraternities.
The Council is expanding in 
its relation with the school and 
the community. It is obtaining 
more scholarships for foreign 
students and reconsidering the 
Fraternity Forum, a program 
designed to bring in faculty 
speakers.
None of the Lawrence frater­
nities will sever ties with their 
nationals because the benefits of 
national affiliation are too great 
to do so.
The council is in favor of 
abolishing the clauses permit­
ting racial and religious dis­
crimination. If these clauses are 
not eradicated by September of 
1968, those national fraternities 
which 'have them will not be 
recognized on the Lawrence 
campus.
In the meantime, the fraterni­
ties are distributing rush rules 
and articles on racial and religi­
ous discrimination to alert the 
freshmen to the existence of 
these problems.
During the summer, televi­
sions were stolen from two 
houses. The Inter - Fraternity 
Council is settling the security 
responsibilities during vacation 
periods with the school.
To meet a budget problem, a 
committee is being established 
for joint purchase of food among 
the houses.
The Council is also petitioning 
the Committee on Administra­
tion for an extension of women’s 
visiting hours on Friday and 
Saturday evenings.
STAM P IT!
IT'S THE RAGE 
R E G U L A R  
M O D E L
ANY 8 ^ 3
3 LINE TEXT I S  
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL 
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. I  2".
Send check o r  money order. Be 
•u re  to  include your Zip Code. No 
postage o r  handling charge«. Add 
•ale i ta x .
Prompt aklpmnt. Satltfaction Guaranteed 
T M I  M O P P  C O .
P. 0 . I n  1BS23 Lanai Square StatJen 
ATLANTA, CA„ 3032»
Sex Conference,In Dorms
MARY ANN MICHAEL
staff will be present to supple­
ment the main conference.
Miss Michael says that DWA 
will try to make information on 
such current topics as drugs avail­
able in the dorms and in the Li­
brary. Information on women’s 
careers will also be put out.
This year the association will 
send out a senior packet contain­
ing information of interest to grad­
uating women.
‘‘DWA is just getting over two 
major changes,” Miss Michael 
commented. “One is inter-class 
living. The other is the new wo­
men’s rules. Both of these chang­
es are being handled by the house 
councils.
Miss Michael added, ‘‘I’m not 
sure of the issues w ’^ e going to 
push this year.” However, DWA 
does plan to focus its attention 
on the individual dorms._______
TIME
T h e longest word  
in the language?
By letter count, the longest 
word may be pneumonoultra- 
microscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis, 
a rare lung disease. You won’t 
find it in Webster's New World 
Dictionary, College Edition. But 
you will find more useful infor­
mation about words than in any 
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addi­
tion to its derivation and an 
illustration showing U.S. time 
zones, you’ll find 48 clear def­
initions of the different mean­
ings of time and 27 idiomatic 
uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to - 
know about time.
This dictionary is approved 
and used by more than 1000 
colleges and universities. Isn’t 
it time you owned one? Only 
$5.95 for 1760 pages; $595
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE W ORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York
For Distinctive 
Merchandise
Treasure Box 
Gift Shop
We welcome you to come in, 
browse around.
313 E. College Ave.
The Grass is Greener
------  by BONNIE BRYANT-------
FILM BOARD --------------------
The Hustler
----------  By DENNY BURT —
“It is i'rJawful for any per­
son to grow, cultivate, mix, com­
pound, have control of, proparc, 
possess, prescribe, sell, give 
away, administer or dispense 
marijuana or hemp or the leaves 
or seeds thereof, or any infu­
sion of marijuana or hemp, or of 
its leaves or seeds, for beverage 
or smoking purposes.”
This law of the state of Wis­
consin is applicable to only 
“eight or nine reported inci­
dences a year’’ in Appleton, 
some of which are based on false 
information. Yet, such inci­
dences receive high priority of 
police action, according to U. 
Robert Frailing, detective divi­
sion of the Appleton Police De­
partment.
The police have never found 
any evidence of drugs other than 
marijuana on the Lawrence cam­
pus, but this does not preclude 
the possibility that it has been 
present — only that it has been 
in evidence. In the city, as op­
posed to the campus, there have 
been incidents involving pep 
pills and other narcotics. The 
user involved with addictive 
drugs in Appleton (eg. morphine, 
heroine), has been extremely 
fare.
Lt. Frailing says that the traf­
fic in drugs, though slight, has
Art Center Plans 
Year s Exhibits
Eight exhibitions, beginning 
with a collection of paintings 
and drawings by members of the 
art faculty, are scheduled for 
1967-68 at the Worcester Art 
Center.
Currently on view until Oct. 
26 is work by Tom Dietrich, 
Carl Riter and Arthur Thrall. 
The faculty show will be follow­
ed by an exhibit circulated by 
the Asosciated American Artists 
titled “Plate, Block. Stone and 
Print,” which will run from Oct. 
29 to Nov. 19.
Four sculptors from Beloit 
College, Franklin Boggs, Verne 
Shaffer. Arnol Popinsky and 
George Garner, will show their 
work from Nov. 20 to Dec. 12. 
Two shows are scheduled con­
currently from Jan. 7 until Feb. 
21 when 42 manuscripts dating 
from the seventh to the 16th cen­
turies will be on view in the 
Library and 34 drawings from 
the 15th to the 18th centuries 
will be in the art center.
The manuscripts are loaned by 
the Lilly Library of Indiana 
and the drawings by Yale Uni- 
versity. Princeton University. 
Harvard University and the Phil­
adelphia and Cleveland Muse-
An exhibition entitled ‘ Social 
Comment in America.” circulat­
ed by the Museum of Modern 
\ r t  New York, and including 40 
paintings, collages, and sculp­
ture, will run from Fefc. 23 until 
March 15.
From March 31 until Apnl 28 
the art center will offer 35 paint­
ings and etchings by ^  Er­
nest of the University of Wis­
consin - Milwaukee art depart­
ment Plans for the period from 
April 28 to May 26 will be an­
nounced at a later date.
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB 
All students interested in 
attending the first meeting of 
the Lawrence Political Science 
Club should meet at Mr. Pov- 
olny’s home, 31 S. Meadows 
Drive, on Wednesday, October 
18, at 8 p.m. Prof. Bertrand 
Goldgar will speak on “ Po­
litical Satire.”
had a significant increase in the 
past few years. He says that 
this increase is “directly relat­
ed to the growth of people’s free­
dom and the emphasis on con­
stitutional rights and self-incrim­
ination.” He also notes the "in­
nate curiosity of young people to 
try things that are allegedly 
stimulating” as a causal factor.
Marijuana, according to Frail­
ing, has been brought to the city 
by those who have come from 
the outside. “The college,” he 
says, ““has contributed to the 
increase,” but he also cites other 
sources such as servicemen, hav­
ing come into contact with 
drugs in the service, who have 
brought the new-found knowledge 
back with them.
“The sad part of marijuana is 
that it’s a stepping stone.” says 
Frailing. A booklet from the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics 
says “ Most teen-age addicts 
started by smoking marijuana." 
Frailing states that marijuana in 
itself is harmful, endangering the 
physical and mental well-being 
of the taker, and because “ it 
definitely cuts down people’s in­
hibitions.”
The Appleton police have no 
specific preventative measures 
against marijuana here. All they 
have been able to do in the past 
is to follow leads when they are 
given, and this is all they will 
be able to do in the future. To 
implement their fight against the 
use of marijuana, however, the 
police “do not hesitate to take 
the cases to court . . . and we 
show no mercy to anyone under 
these circumstances.”
Finally, contrary to a popular 
rumor which the police would 
rather not have to squelch, the 
police do not have, nor do they 
know of any "marijuana ma­
chine” which, according to the 
rumor, is “able to detect the 
odor of marijuana in a ten-story 
building.”
For devotees of the films of 
Italian director Frederico Fellini, 
“La Strada” illustrates a middle 
product of the film-master’s shift 
from neo-realism to the surreal­
istic fantasy. In part the film is 
a microcosmic picture of Italy 
as the degraded abode of degrad­
ed people, and as such aroused 
tremendous furor among Italian 
officials at the time of its ap­
pearance in 1954.
Scenes of crushing poverty, a 
despairing and indifferent peo­
ple. and their pathetic and ludi­
crous attempts to maintain the 
vestiges of humanity, shock and 
appall the viewer. But the film 
is also in part a minor celebra­
tion of imagination in which the 
director as high priest offers to 
the great god Public the inim­
itable Fellini view of the extra­
ordinary, the touching, the biz­
arre in life-
The story of “La Strada ”, mean­
ing the street or road, is a sim­
ple one. Zampano, an ego-blind 
brute who travels through Italy 
on a motorcycle trailer, earning 
his living by putting on a “strong 
man” act. buys a concubine- 
helper, Gelsomina. from a des­
titute family.
The innate sunniness and hu­
manity of Gelsomina, a half-wit, 
contrasts with the defiant self­
isolation of Zampano whose only 
social remnant is the animal need 
for sex. She is the slave that 
masters through a happy, clear- 
souled surrender to her destiny,
PREPOSTEROUS POLKA 
PARTY 
On Friday, October 13, from 
10 to 12 p.m., there will be a 
party at the Appleton Club, 
halfway between the police 
station and the Conway, featur­
ing free beer and polka danc­
ing. 50 cents.
Schedule Includes 
Discussion Series
“Lawrence Today," a series of 
discussions on the universities 
current programs and activities, 
has been added to the schedule of 
Homecoming activities this week­
end on the Lawrence University 
campus.
The program, which is open to 
the public, will be held from 9 
a.m. until noon in room 161 of 
Casper E. Youngcbild Hall of 
Science.
Francis L Broderick, dean of 
Lawrence and Downer Colleges, 
will discuss "Where We Are." A 
student panel and a faculty pan­
el will speak on the topics “Who 
We Are’’ and “What We Are” re­
spectively. Curtis W. Tarr, pres­
ident of Lawrence University, 
will conclude the program with a 
discussion of “Who, What and 
Where at Lawrence Tomorrow.”
Fred Phelps. Jr.. associate pro­
fessor of physics; Thomas Wenz- 
lau. professor of economics; and 
Carl Wellman, professor of phil­
osophy, will serve on the faculty 
panel. They will discuss the top­
ic "What We Are" as related to 
the sciences, the social sciences 
and the humanities.
Members of the student panel, 
discussing “Who We Are." will 
be Bonnie Wendt, president of 
Panhellenic Council: Peter House, 
of “L" Club. Andrew Kass of 
the Inter ■ Fraternity Council: 
James Snodgrass, vice-president 
of Student Senate: and Mark Or­
ton, spokesman for SDS
which she sees as a life of service 
to Zampano. But the latter takes 
the friendship and happiness of 
the world from her when he kills 
the Fool, Gelsominia’s fellow-spir­
it.
Her grief works so strongly on 
Zampano’s conscience that he 
abandons her in some snow- cov­
ered ruins. Going on mechanically 
with his life, Zampano hears of 
her death one day, and suddenly, 
incoherently, misses her. Envel­
oped by a black cloud of grief, 
realizing he has killed his own 
humanity, he sobs out his grief 
on a desolate sea shore.
Anthony Quinn as Zampano 
gives a creditable performance 
of the half-human strong man who 
progresses from a denial of his 
humanity to the real ¿at ion of 
his own destruction of it. It is 
Guilietta Masina, however, who 
gives a performance of genius as 
the eternally cheerful, uncompli­
cated, and optimistic half-wit who 
goes from innocence to active 
goodness.
Her memorable face and the 
simplicity and touching quality of 
her comic manner inevitably 
bring the review to apply the 
term "Chaplinesque" to her. The 
bulk of credit must ultimately go 
to Fellini, though, for without his 
unerring sense of what enhances 
and enriches his vision “La 
Strada" would not be the cine­
matic gem that it is. At Stans­
bury, Saturday and Sunday even­
ing at 7 p.m.
Robert Rossen’s “The Hustler" 
presents an excellent opportunity 
to discuss the merits of Paul 
Newman, actor. Like all young 
actors to emerge in the late fif­
ties he walked in the shadow of 
Brando, whom he resembles in 
some aspects, both physically 
and in temperament. There was 
an initial impression that he had 
been brought out as a cut-rate 
Brando, available to those who 
couldn’t get the real thing. But a 
string of film and theatrical per­
formances soon dispelled this im­
pression.
In "The Hustler" he gives his 
best performance to date, recon­
firming the sound skill and per­
sonal note of his earlier perform­
ances. Those who maintain that 
acting is impossible in films, that 
technicians always do it for the 
actor, are invited to watch the 
picnic scene in "The Hustler”, in 
which Newman, as a wizard pool 
player, explains to his girl the 
thrill he gets out of winning. It 
is acting well understood, care­
fully planned, technically primed, 
then set to life by prodigious tal­
ent.
But the many merits of "The 
Hustler" do not rest solely upon 
Newman’s talent as an actor. Rob­
ert Rossen directs his film with 
a sparing economic hand. Incon­
sistencies in the story (which has 
been referred to as hand me dow n 
Hemingway—which is only true 
to an extent» are well disguised 
by the technical bravura of the 
film, notably the photography by 
the great French cameraman. 
Eugene Sehufftan.
It is also to Rossen’s credit that 
he manages to draw credible and 
often moving experiences from 
Piper Laurie and Jackie Gleason. 
George C. Scott, as the greedy 
manager, does not seem to need 
the coaxings of a director to be 
his usual exceptional seJtf.
“The Hustler” is something of 
a rarity in recent Hollywood pro­
duced films, rare in that it pre­
sents a story that is appealing to 
popular audience tastes yet with 
enough substance to please the 
critic as well. Few American 
films in the past ten years can 
boast of this distinction. At Stans­
bury, Friday and Saturday even­
ing, 7:00
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In Case of Fire
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Letters to the Editor
SX % S% X S% % X X X % X X % X X X X SX :
To the Editor:
After the experience of being 
an usher at last June’s Baccal­
aureate ceremony, I would Hke 
to second the suggestion made in 
last week’s editorial. The col­
lection at the end erf the cere­
mony seemed totally inappro­
priate to me, both in method and 
rationale.
I would like to see the people 
in charge of this year’s confer­
ence take it upon themselves 
to investigate other financial 
sources.
CHUCK McKEE
To the Editor:
Bravo! I couldn’t  agree more 
with the editorial of last week 
on the question of the taste of 
the offering after the baccalau­
reate ceremony. As one of the 
ushers last spring, I feel this 
way of concluding the ceremony 
left a  bad impression on the 
parents and friends of the se­
niors. Also, I felt out of place 
asking them for money which 
would never be used by their 
sons and daughters.
I am sure that there are other 
means of financing the worth­
while Religion in Life program 
at Lawrence.
ANN GODFREY
W hat would you do in case of fire? The Lawrence stu­
dent almost invariably answers that after pulling the alarm 
he would eventually move outside and wait for the fire 
engines to arrive. And. with Lawrence’s system, he might 
wait an awfully long time.
Most students are staggered to learn that although trip­
ping an alarm alerts the occupants of the building the Ap­
pleton Fire Department must be contacted by other means.
Furthermore, few realize that the alarm must be pulled 
several times in succession in order to elicit a continuous 
blast.
The university system , while meeting state public safety 
codes, depends largely upon a too tenuous human element. 
It might be wise and indeed economical to fulfill student 
presumptions by investing in a direct link to fire depart­
ment headquarters.
Meantime. Lawrentians should be alerted further to 
the idiosyncracies of their unique fire alarm system.
FC X Z  A  /M S S ,
WHBY
-N O T E S  FROM T H E  M I D D L E --------------
Better Homes and Gardens
-By R. A. CAN DEE, JR.
Wind precedes the coming of 
autumn
In the fields where farmers bend 
their backs 
And turn their hands to the sun, 
T V  wind chaffing their necks to 
leather
That melts as the day grows old. 
Shocks of grain dot their trail 
of age,
Harvesting the children of to­
morrow
Who now play, laughing and 
knowing
Nothing of the death within the 
fields.
Roads carry the city on arm s 
stretching 
Slower as days grow shorter, 
Wind beginning a scent of snow 
And time away from loneliness. 
Into town farm ers repeat their 
curses
Over a game of cards, played 
backwardly,
And the wind that holds their 
lives
During the day and minds in the 
nlghrt,
Repeating the times of war as 
They look at hands where hands 
once were.
Blind sisters in the street steal 
the eyes 
Of passing generation, feeling 
the air
For drops of bread and the alleys 
For clothes left behind the world. 
Time too old and the sun is 
leaving
The earth, windy and strong.
By JIM NELSON
Hear. . .
PROGRAM 
X
Howie Stieber
Monday thru Friday
1230 on Every Dial
8 to 9 on
The name of the game is Bet­
te r Homes and Gardens. On one 
side of the field are the Near 
North Side Black Sox; on the 
other the South Side Polecats, 
or White Sox; in center field are 
sometimes pretty worried ref­
erees.
These Milwaukee teams broke 
into the big leagues last summer 
with some hard-hitting action 
supplemented by noteworthy ref- 
fing.
Both the big games and the 
spontaneous scrimmages are 
generally preceded by pep rallies 
at the Black Sox stadium. (The 
Black Sax incidentally have been 
in the market for a clubhouse 
since a mishap last summer.)
Chief coach Jim  G., with as­
sorted assistant coaches and 
several top-notch line coaches, 
generally kicks off the pep ral­
lies with chants, cheers, and 
team songs while eliciting crowd- 
rousing comments from some of 
his star boys. Finally, when the 
players and the fans (they’re 
often indistinguishable» reach a 
crescendo of excitement, coach 
Jim  leads the group out onto the 
field. The ensuing action is pret­
ty well picked up in play-by- 
play accounts by other news ser­
vices.
The team has grown consider 
ably and has attained a high 
level of organization and disci­
pline since coach Jim  started 
several years ago. For exam­
ple, as part of its training pro­
gram  the team has been abstain­
ing from several of those prod­
ucts That Made Milwaukee Fa­
mous.
Coach Jim  is dedicated — and 
for reason, considering the po­
tential of his players. Other 
coaches feel however, that the 
coach is a notoriously poor tac­
tician, basing his success on 
hard-headed drives up the mid­
dle, and is generally acknow­
ledged to ignore the well-estab­
lished rules of the game.
League Commissioner Willie
C., notable for his armchair ap­
proach to the sport, has said lit­
tle to date about his m an’s rule 
violations. In spite of imminent 
losses at the ticket office, he 
has vaguely supported coach G.’s 
objectives in revising the game.
Coach Jim  hasn’t always met 
with impartial referees; a few 
have been rather quick with the 
whistle and indiscriminate with
the red flag. Considering the col­
lateral consequences, the prob­
lem may be that the job makes 
the man. But then, considering 
what refs are paid nowadays, 
what can you expect?
The growing schism between 
the two m ajor leagues in the 
U.S. hit coach Jim  and team 
in Washington last month with 
some of his compatriots calling 
for his ouster. Others, non-league 
individuals, have expressed the 
same sentiment.
Since the “fans make the 
team ,” and the White Sox can 
if necessary muster more weight 
on the front line for power plays, 
coach Jim  may do well to 
change his strategy or retire 
from the game for good.
The White Sox fans, lacking 
unity and a proper rationale for 
membership, are  const a n 1 1 y 
gaining and losing fans to the 
Black Sox ranks. Last weekend 
saw a number of new faces on 
the Black Black Sox side of the 
field, a few of which had never 
seen any players before except 
on TV.
This is at least better than 
those folks who, in order to re­
tain their straight teeth, straight 
hair, lovely complexion, and 
clean clothes, sit complacently 
at home unable or unwilling to 
consider the merits of the sport.
Coach Jim  has vowed to bring 
the game to these folks in cul­
turally deprived areas, particu­
larly in ghettos such as Scars- 
dale, Edina, Lake Forest, Fox 
Point, Shaker Heights, Darien, 
Grosse Pointe, and other trou­
ble spots.
General consensus about this 
season’s development is that 
there can be no winner in a 
World Series; the only logical 
solution to problems plaguing all 
aspects of the sport is one league 
merger.
Perhaps some of the current 
infighting (and outfighting) could 
be quelled by trading coach Jim  
for a new more objective coach. 
At this time however, there don’t 
seem to be any qualified people 
around to replace him.
Hopefully, his innovations in 
the game will appear positive 
in the perspective of twenty 
years hence.
At any rate, as one ardent 
Black Sox fan said graciously, 
“Some of my best friends wear 
white sox.”
STUDENTS
Use Oar COMPLETE FnH lin
WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
9 om. - 10 am. 3 pm. - 5 pm.
Member F.D.I.C.
Have a Beer . . .
HAVE A PIZZA,
Have Another Beer.
SAMMY’S PIZZA PLACE
SEE THE FAR EAST 
Lawrentians interested in en­
rolling for a year at the Uni* 
W T s i t y  of Singapore should 
see Vice President Marshall 
Hulbert in Wilson House. The 
academic year at Singapore 
runs from late May through 
January and the cost will be 
comparable to a year at Law­
rence.
Look Sharp
Take Your CLEANING to
PEERLESS - UNEEDA
Trousers, Slacks, Sweaters and Plain Skirts 69c EA
HALF-BIjOCK OFF CAMPUS ON COLLEGE AVENUE
THINKING ABOUT GIFTS-? Try a BOOK! Here Are a Few Suggestions. . .
U-of 0- Physiologist 
Will Speak Tuesday
A. Kurt Weiss, professor of 
physiology at the University of 
Oklahoma Medical Center, will 
be the Science Colloquium 
speaker Tuesday, October 17, at 
4:30 p.m. His topic will be “Bi­
ology of Aging.”
The Science Colloquium is held 
in room 161 of Youngchild hall. 
Coffee is served at 4 p.m.
Professor Weiss will also meet 
with any students interested in 
medical education a t 3 p.m., 
Tuesday, in Youngchild 166. to 
discuss education and research 
in medical schools.
Milwaukee...
(Continued from page 1>
were like the rally the day be­
fore. Father Groppi gave a civil 
rights sermon, emphasizing prej­
udice in Milwaukee, particularly 
among the judiciary: fifteen jud­
ges belong to the Eagles Club, a 
“ Bigot’s Club,” which has an all- 
white membership.
In the afternoon, nine of the 
Lawrence group hitch-hiked back 
to Appleton while the rest remain­
ed for the rally and the two even­
ing marches At the larger Sun­
day rally, Groppi said that the 
marches would go on until Open 
Housing was passed because “ We 
won’t accept empty promises 
from City Hall ” Comedian Dick 
Gregory cracked jokes and talked 
on methods of harrassing the city 
economicallly and politically if 
the marches continued to fall 
short of their goal. '
At 5:30, another march, two 
hours long, commenced and like 
Saturday's march was peaceful 
and orderly. However, the second 
march, leaving shortly after 8:30, 
ran into trouble as the demon­
strators literally rushed out to 
meet a group of around 150 coun­
ter-demonstrators moving up from 
the south side. The demonstra­
tors and counter demonstrators 
marched carrying signs reading 
“ Stop Father Groppi and Stop 
Violence” or “ We Want Giant 
Power” along sides erf Fond du 
Lac Avenue with a  squad of po­
lice complete with riot helmets, 
riot clubs, tear gas guns, and 
other riot control devices in the 
strqeft between them.
Suddenly, a t a  large intersec­
tion, the groups nearly met each 
other. Tlte police pushed back 
the civil rights marchers, knock­
ing down a Negro woman in the 
process, and, as the commandoes 
rushed forward to restore order, 
the marchers broke ranks and 
started running. Peace was soon 
restored, but the police stood at 
ready with gas masks on and tear 
gas guns aimed at the crowd. On 
Twelfth Street, the march halted 
again and the demonstrators fac­
ed the police singing “ Before 
we’ll be slaves, we’ll be buried in 
our graves, and go home to our
Open House
By NANCY KAPLAN
Last Sunday's faculty open 
house at Kohler Hall, Lawrence’s 
newest dormitory, enabled the 
Lawrentian to gather opinions 
about the recently completed 
seven story structure. H ie gen­
eral feeling reflected consider­
able approval, although various 
small faults were called to at­
tention.
Previous to the inspection of 
Kohler, a few nicknames it had 
been designated showed an un- 
familiarity with the finished in­
terior. Apparently some of the 
workmen dubbed it the “Cow 
Palace,” while other observers 
foresaw it as “Weathering 
Heights” when the winter set in. 
Another observer called it sim­
ply “ the Bank,” partially in ref­
erence to the key-card method of 
entrance by privileged senior 
women, comparing this proce­
dure to night deposits at banks.
One vrofessor pointed out that 
the building looked medieval, 
especially “because it looks like 
you’re supposed to shoot arrows 
through the sldts that are the 
windows.” In the same vein, one 
couple called it “ the tower where 
they imprison our maidens,” but 
at the same time felt it looked 
“like a Holiday Inn, sort of.”
It seemed that the outside ap­
pearance of the building had dis­
couraged many prospective ad­
m irers: “ I’m  not full of hope 
from the looks of the outside.” 
said the professor who later re­
ported from the inside, "it looks 
like one end of Coventry Cathe­
dral—which is where they say 
they expect to see a cocktail 
shaker.”
Two faculty wives had nega­
tive reactions to the basement 
“ Social Room ” One was re ­
pulsed by the label, the other 
said, “ It looks like the anti­
social room. Are you going to 
hold board meetings down 
here?”
Another female critic bemoan­
ed some of the decor, saying, 
“ the seventh floor lounge is an 
unhappy combination of colors.” 
Her husband wias enthusiastic 
about the variety of . room 
shapes, commenting that they al­
low for ingenuity in decorating 
by the residents. Other visitors 
were similarly pleased by the 
element of diversity, the lack of 
ninety degree angles, and the 
white walls throughout the dor­
mitory.
One professor asked as he 
stood in the main lounge whether 
it was “ the decontaminating 
room,” but admitted delight with 
the view from the top floor. 
Others were displeased with the 
colors of the vinyl chairs in the 
lounges, but appreciated the hall 
carpeting.
A professor inquired rather in­
nocently if a “grown-up” lived 
anywhere in the dorm, and later 
seemed comforted by the exis­
tence of the head resident’s 
apartment.
A geology professor was heard 
to comment that, “ rock-wise, it’s 
the same as most of the other 
buildings on campus, but even 
so. it's great.”
Despite several grievances 
about the lack of real windows, 
the decor, and the room labelling 
system, the faculty visitors 
seemed delighted by the variety 
in Kohler and the “interesting 
experiments” the building rep 
resents.
One faculty wife speculated on 
the future of the dorm. She won­
dered how Kohler "will stand up. 
if it will begin to look tired in 
a few years.”
“ROCKW ISE,” it’s the same as most of the other buildings 
on campus.” one of the faculty members said of Kohler 
Hall during Sunday’s Open House for faculty et fatnilia-
land and be free” and yelling 
“ Black Power!” Meanwhile, the 
counterdemonstrators had gone 
on their way. The police finally 
left after a  minor incident of 
brick throwing a t a squad car, 
and the march continued down to 
the south side. At this point, the 
Lawrence group left the march 
somewhat hesitantly, in order to 
catch the bus back to Appleton. 
Everyone lay back in the bus, 
commenting that the trip was 
“ interesting” and “certainly was 
worthwhile.”
Ariel Coining Soon: 
A Surprise Issue
The 1967 Ariel will be out no 
later than October 21, accord­
ing to Liz TVdsky, co-editor of 
the Lawrence annual.
The yearbook will be distribut­
ed without charge to those who 
were students at Lawrence last 
year. There will be a few extra 
copies, which will be put on sale.
Miss Tulsky declines to com­
ment upon the format of the 1967 
“Ariel,” preferring to keep us 
all in suspense.
THE MASTER AND THE MARGARITA by Mikhail Bulgakov 
RED OCTOBER: THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION OF 1917 by 
Robert V. Daniels 
THE WITNESS by M. W. Waring 
THORPE by Mary Dutton
TO LOVE IS TO LISTEN by Jane Kesner Ardmore 
CHRISTY by Catherine Marshall
THE PRESIDENT’S PLANE IS MISSING by Robert J. Serling 
MR. GALLION’S SCHOOL by Jesse Stuart
THE PRESIDENT’S MYSTERY PLOT by Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
TOO STRONG FOR FANTASY by Marcia Danvenport
REPEAT THE INSTRUCTIONS by R. Vernon Beste
DEATH HAD TWO SONS by Vael Dayan
THE EMPEROR ARTHUR by Godfrey Turton
DIRTY STORY by Eric Ambler
THE LAWRENCEVILLE STORIES by Owen Johnson
A KILLING FROST by Sylvia Wilkinson
TWENTY LETTERS TO A FTRIEND by Svetlana Alliluyeva
JOSEPHINE: A BIOGRAPHY by Andre Astelot
ONLY TO GOD by Leon Harris
OUR CROWD by Stephen Birmingham
RICKENBACKER: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
CONKEY'S B OOK STORE
JOHN D A V ID SO N  of tin* Admissions Office o ffe re d  a 
tour of the campus to the wives of new faculty m e m b e rs  
this week. He is shown here tailing among them in tin- 
relative luxury and charm of Colman Hall.
ROVING REPORTER
Who’s In Charge Here?
Tarr Proposes Honors Changes, 
Wants Senior Year Improvement
This is a tale told in the hypo­
thetical. It answers the ques­
tion: “Who would the student 
body select to be Lawrence Uni­
versity President from the fac­
ulty or the administration, if 
President Tarr were not in the 
running?” The names of the stu­
dents have been omitted to pro­
tect the cowardly.
Dean Broderick and Miss Dra- 
heim received the most votes, 
from the randomly selected stu­
dent survey. Without hesitation, 
students snapped out their choic­
es and reasons why. A sopho­
more boy declared. ‘‘Miss Dra- 
heim is really cool. She would 
really liberalize the school.”
‘‘Dean Broderick has the most 
on the ball.” commented a ju­
nior.
Other students selected Brod-* 
erick because he communicates 
with faculty, parents, administra­
tion and. most importantly, with 
the students. They felt him a 
man lor new ideas, a wide back, 
ground including experience as 
director of the Peace Corps in 
Ghana Others thought him ex­
tremely personable, dynamic, in­
spiring confidence, with a great 
feeling for people.
Of course, there were other 
nominees. A senior suggested 
a triumverate of Mr. Chaney for 
image. Mr. Smalley for work, 
and Mrs. Bateman to keep them 
both moving. “ Mr. Hah would 
be great." one girl said “ He 
would give great speeches, and 
there would be no red tape in 
the administration; as a m atter 
of fact, there would not be any 
tape at all.”
Mrs. Koffka received votes be­
cause she would treat students 
as adults, considering it her
business to educate minds, and 
not to play mother. And Mir. 
Schneider, of the anthropology 
department, was selected be­
cause of his individuality. Mr. 
Wall of Admission received a 
vote because. “ He is the great­
est person I have ever met.”
“ I wish Mr. Tank could be 
chosen.” remarked a possible 
geology major, “ so we could af­
ford to buy a meteor." Mr. Tjos- 
sem received , an enthusiastic 
vote because "he is the best 
looking, he speaks well, and he 
is cynical.” Someone added that 
Mr. Goldgar should be his side­
kick.
Several students would like to 
see Mr. Waring as president; 
they felt they could trust his 
judgment and had great respect 
for him. Mr. Breunig received 
support because he is “ well-or­
ganized. capable, perceptive, and 
is in contact with students as 
well as the faculty.”
“ Because of his sincere in­
terest in education. Mr. Sager 
would be a good president.” 
commented a senior girl. “ He 
would be willing to change, and 
would challenge the rest of the 
administration." Another per­
son believed that Mr. Cloak 
would be a fantastic president 
because “ he is concerned with 
the world and the things close 
to home. He is a literary man. 
and what he says is so mean­
ingful.”
A new member of the English 
department. Mr. Linficld. was 
suggested. “Frankly.” said one 
girl, “we could use a little class 
around here.” And Mr. Thelin 
of Conkey’s Book Store wras giv­
en overwhelming support since 
“he runs the school, anyway.”
In a memorandum to the 
standing Committee on Honors, 
dated September 22, President 
Curtis W, Tarr suggested revi­
sions ir. the independent study 
program, calendar reorganiza­
tion and adoption of programs 
ti> improve the senior year at 
Lawrence.
According to Tarr, the indepen­
dent work leading to graduation 
with honors has come under a t­
tack in recent years. One of 
the criticisms leveled against 
the system is that the criteria 
for honors awards, particularly 
for "sum m a cum laude,” are 
not clearly defined. Although he 
advocated review of the system, 
T arr expressed a reluctance to 
eliminate senior indpendent 
work.
The committee was advised 
that some of the senior pro­
grams were not as enriching as 
they promised to be at the time 
of their adoption. These included 
tutorials, honors work, depart­
mental examinations and honors 
dorms.
T arr cited the fact that enroll­
ment in tutorial and independent 
study courses for 1966-67 fell 
almost ten percent from the pre­
vious year. Of the nineteen de­
partments wihich graduated stu­
dents of the class of '67. only 
eleven bad students involved in 
honors or independent work. He 
recommended that the commit­
tee study methods of enlarging 
the honors program so that 
many more seniors would par-
Lawrence Music 
Aired Nationally
Twenty-seven radio stations 
throughout the nation have ac­
cepted a series of 40 taped pro­
grams titled Music from Law­
rence for broadcast during 1967- 
68. Another three stations will 
be added in the near future.
Tlie radio tape series is a re ­
newal of an earlier project, 
which ran for seven years, from 
1958 to 1965, and disseminated in 
that time a total of 2,100 broad­
cast hours of music recorded by 
students and faculty at the I>aw- 
rence Conservatory of Music. 
The programs are chosen from 
recitals recorded each year in 
Harper Hall and Memorial Chap­
el and are distributed by the 
Lawrence University Newsbu- 
reau.
Most powerful of the stations 
carrying Lawrence music this 
year is the 523-kilowatt station 
WIPR in San Juan. Puerto Rico, 
which is heard in most of the 
countries of the Caribbean.
The radio tape enterprise is 
the joint effort of Lawrence 
alumnus Robert Peterson, ’53, 
Baltimore. Md.. and the news- 
bureau staff on the campus, 
with Paul Hollinger of the con­
servatory faculty supervising 
the recital recording.
ticipate.
The Department of Education 
has requested that its teacher 
training program be moved to 
a graduate year. Supposedly, 
this change would “perm it both 
a stronger disciplinary major 
and a liberal exposure to a 
broad curriculum.” The propo­
sal has been referred to the 
Committee on Instruction.
The president questioned the 
effect of departmental examina­
tions on the senior curriculum. 
At the time of their institution, 
the examinations were expected 
to encourage independent studies. 
But Tarr discussed the possibil­
ity that students undertake few­
er tutorials as they prepare for 
the examinations.
Regarding honors dormitories, 
the committee was reminded 
that the women’s  honors dorm 
program has been replaced by 
Kohler Hall and that East 
House, the men’s honors dorm.
Form er student and past 
chairman of the Lawrence chap­
ter of Students for a Demo­
cratic Society <SDS>, Bud 
Walsh, visited here last Tues­
day. Walsh is now employed as 
a teacher-organizer for Students 
for a Democratic Society. In 
addition, he is working on his 
own to organize and coordinate 
opposition to U.S. involvement in 
Southeast Asia.
In conjunction with SDS, 
Walsh helps to sta rt new peace 
organizations and strengthen es­
tablished groups.
He also travels in Wisconsin 
for the summer opposition 
group to the war in Vietnam, 
Vietnam Summer.
Besides Lawrence, Walsh has
“ ATHENIAN OSTRACISM" 
Professor Antony E. Kaubit- 
schek of Stanford University 
will speak to the Archaeologi­
cal Institute of America (Ap­
pleton Society) Thursday, Oct. 
19 at 8 p.m. at the Worcester 
Art Center. The subject of his 
speech will be “Athenian Os­
tracism ."
NEED
A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 100 models 
at Pah-kxw’s, priced from $3.00 
to $100.00.
P ah/aw 's
Luggage-Gifts - Leather Goods
Downtown Appleton
will not be available much long­
er for students’ use.
T arr expressed the hope that 
many of the opportunities which 
were availahle in the honors 
dorms could be made practica­
ble in Kohler, so that all senior 
women might benefit. He sug­
gested that similar programs be 
extended to men’s dorms at a 
later date.
T arr once again recommended 
a calendar change to the se­
mester system. He asked the 
committee to study a calendar 
with the first sem ester complet­
ed before Christmas, a  vacation 
period until late January, a 
week of spring vacation and a 
second semester ending about 
June first.
It was suggested that the com­
mittee encourage student com­
ment upon the proposals. Stu­
dent representatives may be al­
lowed to attend some meetings 
of the committee.
visited and will continue to 
make regular stops a t Univer­
sity extensions at Stevens Point 
and Kenosha and at the main 
campus in Madison. He plans 
to visit the university campuses 
in Oshkosh. Green Bay, Eau 
Claire and Wausau.
In promoting peace efforts, 
Walsh will act strictly as an ad­
visor and will have no direct 
control over any individual 
groups.
To prepare for this venture. 
Walsh attended an organizer 
school for ten weeks this sum­
mer. He also took part in the 
Conference on New Politics in 
Chicago during Labor Day week­
end.
Thalidomide Lady' 
To Speak at Convo
Dr. Frances Oldham Kelsey, 
whose vigorous campaign against 
thalidomide several years ago 
brought her national news cov­
erage, will speak on “ Introduc­
tion of New Drugs” at the Oc­
tober 19 convocation in the 
Chapel at 11:10 a.m.
Dr. Kelsey has been the Chief 
of the Investigational Drug 
Administration since 1960. It 
was as chief of the Investigation­
al Drug Branch that she cam­
paigned against thalidomide.
Dr. Kelsey has received sev­
eral awards, including the Presi­
dent's Award for Distinguished 
Federal Civilian Service, for her 
work with thalidomide.
She earned her B.S. and M.S. 
at MicGill University in Mon­
treal. and her Ph.D. and M D. 
at the University of Chicago. 
Since then, she has served as an 
instructor and assistant profes­
sor at the University of Chica­
go, an editorial associate for the 
American Medical Association, 
and associate professor of phar­
macology at the University of 
South Dakota, among other posi­
tions.
Dr. Kelsey has been active in 
the parmhaeeutical and informa­
tional aspects of medicine. Her 
professional affiliations include 
membership in the American 
Medican Writers Association and 
the American Society of Phar­
macology and Experimental 
Therapeutics, Inc.
Dr. Kelsey is a Visiting Schol­
ar brought here by the College 
Endowment Association.
Y E L L O W  C A B
A M ER IC A 'S  FAVORITE
3-4444
Start a Great Date with aGreat Dinner at
T H E
0 \w
m otor  h o teln
Former Lawrentian Is 
SDS Organizer Here
IN  A H O T L Y  contested game. \  ike Dave Freeman vies 
with the Ripon Redmen for control of the hall. The Vikings 
lost this soccer match by a four to two score, hut arc hop- 
ing to return to winning ways in their game with Beloit 
tomorrow.
Innumerable Fiji, Powerful Phis 
Dominate Quad’s Epic Struggles
Two clashes involving the Phis 
and the Fijis, both league leaders, 
provided the m ajor action on last 
week’s IF football scene. In the 
first of these contests, the high­
flying Phis beat the Betas by the 
slim margin of a safety, 8-6. 
Those decisive two points came 
on the first play of the game as 
Ron “Screaming Bullet" Mess- 
man, a member of Steve Bogue’s 
tough kick-off unit, trapped a 
confused Jeff Clark in his own 
end zone. Clark then ran from 
the field sobbing and refused to 
play until Messman had apolo­
gized.
The rest of the game was pri­
marily defensive as the Phi’s Pat 
Kenney and Beta Theta Pi's own 
John Chesney traded TD’s. Ches- 
ney’s reception was perhaps the 
most exciting play of the day as 
it was first deflected by two Phi 
defenders, the referee, and League 
Commissioner Heselton.
The Phi Delts’ third victory of 
the season came in a 14-0 clash 
with the Delts. Kenney and A1 
Bumen scored for the victors 
while A1 Esterline played ttefense 
for the Delts.
Those “ never say die" Sig Eps 
scrambled right back into title 
contention as they copped a pair 
of wins The first came by a 14-13 
count as Rod Buchan scored on 
a last second pass from Earl Try- 
on. Try on added another score for 
the Eps. while John Bargh and 
Mark Catron accounted for the
Delt points.
The second victory came over 
the hapless Taus, 26-6. Nothing 
went right for the Taus as they 
dropped their third straight.
The innumerable Fiji, the hot­
test team in IF competition at the 
moment, knocked off two more 
triumphs, scoring 60 points while 
completely shutting out their op­
ponents.
Their biggest win was at the 
expense of the Phi Taus by a 
40-0 count. No one seemed to 
know who scored for the Fiji, as 
every onoe in a while someone 
would run out of the huddle, make 
a touchdown, and then run back 
in the huddle. If the reader is 
really interested. Ken Luckhart 
should be contacted a t Figi Cen­
tral.
In the surprise blitz of the 
Betas. Monty Allen. Luckhart, 
and Greg Wille led their scoring 
parade. Part of the Beta demor­
alization may be attributed to the 
fact that fireplug Mike Matheson 
was placed on the injured list only 
moments before the game. Math­
eson has his whole face in trac­
tion because of a badly distended 
nostril.
Standings
Phis .......................  3 0
Fiji .......................  3 0
Eps .......................  2 1
Betas .................... 1 2
Delts ......................  1 2
Taus ................—  0 3
CHEER THE VIKES ON TO VICTORY
RENEITA ART CENTRE
» 606-608 N. Lawe
, i -  ^—i«i —A - j» »
734-3272
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE
V ike Booters Fall to Ripon Plans Move Ahead 
After Stevens Point Victory For Annual Retreat
The soccer club launched its 
1967 season last Saturday on a 
wet and soggy Institute field 
with a 4-3 decision over Stevens 
Point. The closeness of the 
score does not indicate the Vik­
ings’ actual domination of the 
contest, played under less than 
ideal conditions. The home team  
poured three goals into the nets 
in the first period, allowing 
Coach Jack Halsey to play al­
most half the gam e with sec­
ond and third-stringers.
Tallying early goals for the 
Vikes were Chuck Merrier, 
Vance Gudmundsen, and Dja 
Gregor. The stunned visitors 
never recovered from this out­
burst. as the weather made sta­
ble footing and running speed 
increasingly difficult.
The Lawrence subs held the 
visitors scoreless in the second 
period, and then each side trad­
ed scores in the third. Pogor- 
zelski rifled in a short shot from 
the goal mouth for Stevens 
Point, before right inside Karl 
Wagenknecht knocked through 
what proved to be the clincher.
Stevens Point managed to 
score twice more in the final 
period as Coach Halsey emptied 
his bench. The rally fell short, 
however, as the Vikings hung on 
for their fourth soccer victory 
in three years.
On Wednesday at 3:00 the 
Viking booters got off to an 
early lead of 1-0 against Ripon 
when Wagenknecht, assisted by 
Gudmundsen, booted one past 
the red goalie. But the Vikes
SodalistCandidiate 
To Talk Thursday
A two-time Socialist Labor 
Party  candidate for the United 
States vice presidency, Mrs. 
Georgia Cozzini, will speak to 
Lawrence economics students 
and the public at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Oct. 19. in room 161 
of Youngchild Hall.
Mrs. Cozzini sought the vice 
president’s post in 1956 and 1960, 
and in 1946 and 1952 opposed the 
late Joseph McCarthy in cam ­
paigns for the U.S. senators seat 
from Wisconsin. In 1944 she ran 
for the state’s governorship.
A member of the socialist par­
ty for the past 29 years, Mrs. 
Cozzini served for 14 years as 
the group’s national executive 
committee. She has lectured 
widely on campuses throughout 
the country.
soon lost the momentum when 
Ripon scored twice in the first 
quarter to take a 2-1 lead. 
Keeping the pressure on Ripon 
scored twice more in the sec­
ond quarter, the last goal com­
ing on a penalty kick in the 
last few seconds before half- 
time. Lawrence came out in the 
second half with a much more 
determined attack and although 
they kept the pressure on con­
tinually, only Scott Iten could 
break through to score. 'Hie 
final score was 4-2 with the 
Vikes disappointed but not dis­
couraged.
Many freshmen played key 
parts in both games, especial­
ly goalie Dave Jones. The 
Vikings also learned much from 
this game and expect to put it 
to use against Beloit this Sat­
urday at 10:30.
One of Lawrvfice’s traditions 
has been the annual Religion in 
Life conference dedicated to for­
mal discussion, verging on mon- 
logue, or theological questions. 
The committee organizing this 
year’s conference, however, felt 
that formality, in itself, is a hind­
rance to the goals of discussion 
and questioning.
Hoping to adapt the Religion 
in Life tradition to the needs and 
sensitivities of today’s young ad­
ults, the committee has organiz­
ed a weekend retreat: “ Man Up­
tight!”
The initial thrust of discus­
sion will concern humanism to­
day, but the retreat has been de­
signed to let the participants, both 
faculty and students, pursue their 
interests.
‘Viking Vibrations' Keynote 
Homecoming’s Happenings
Homecoming activities, which 
began with Thursday night’s 
“Soul Show,’’ will continue 
through Friday and Saturday 
with the theme, “ Bafcy, the Ram 
Must Fall.” The weekend’s ac­
tivities, organized by Homecom­
ing Committee co-chairmen, 
Jenny Cowle and Terry Franke, 
will center around Saturday’s 
football game against the Cor­
nell Rams.
In terdass gam es on Union 
HiU will open “ Blue and White 
Day” activities a t 3 p.m. today. 
The gam es will include tug-of- 
war, egg-throwing, pig-catching, 
and piano-smashing.
Tonight’s activities will begin 
with the “ fleecy Follies” in the 
Chapel at 7 p.m. The program 
will include the freshman wom­
en’s pajam a skits, a senior 
women’s skit, and voting for the 
Homecoming queen.
Candidates Debby Briggs, Ju ­
lie Hennig, Barb Masters, Les 
Schreiber, Nina Stoeckle. and 
Evie Wiley will be introduced 
at the “Follies.”
After the pajam a skits there 
will be a bonfire in front of 
Ormsby and a  polka dance from 
9:45-12 p.m. a t the Appleton 
Club. The Beta Band and a Phi 
Delt imitation of the Supremes 
will provide entertainment at 
the dance.
Saturday morning activities in­
clude a  9 a.m. continental 
breakfast for alumni, parents,
and students in the Union, and 
the Lawrenee-Beloit soccer game 
a t 10:30 a.m. on the Institute 
field. Judging of fraternity 
house and dormitory decorations 
is scheduled for 11 a.m.
Also on Saturday morning 
President T arr and Francis L.. 
Broderick, Dean of I^awrence 
and Downer Colleges, will speak 
a t the “ Lawrence Today” pro­
gram. Faculty and student dis­
cussion panels will also take 
part in the program which is 
from 8:30 a.m. to noon in 161 
Youngchild Hall. Coffee and 
doughnuts wild be served.
An alumni barbecue and stu­
dent box luncheon will be held 
a t 12:30 p.m. on Whiting Field. 
Students will pick up box lunch­
es in the dorms.
The football game at 1:30 p.m. 
will follow the Lawrence-Cor- 
nell cros6-country meet, which 
is scheduled for 1 p.m. a t Whit­
ing Field. During the half-time 
show at the Lawrence Bowl, a 
110-piece marching band from 
Green Bay will perform and 
President T arr will crown the 
Homecoming queen.
After the game, open houses 
at the Union, the fraternity 
houses, and the women’s dorms 
will begin a t 4 p.m. An alumni- 
parents social hour will be held 
at the Conway Hotel from 5-7 
p.m.
f t «
wnds the toes...chunks the heels.
Seen in 
SEVENTEEN
Add a  B u ck le  fo r  th e  S o p h is t ic a te  
Add a  B ow  fo r  th e  F em in in e  
Add a  S trap  fo r  Fun
Variety's the key to this well- 
fitted, colorful fashion
-Black ca lf 
-Black Patent 
-Brown Patent 
-Orange Patent 
-Yellow Patent 
-Green Patent
on low, little heels.
“EASTSIDE”
-Navy Blue Calf 
-S ilver Kid 
-Sizes 5-10 
-AAA-B
Only. 11.99
I f  It's /Veto in Shoes, You'll Find It F IR S T . . .  at GRACE'S!
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people. 
Sum m er and year ’round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For 
illustrated  magazine with com plete details and applications 
send $1.00 to The International Student Information Service (ISIS), 
133, rue Hotel des Monnaies, Brussels 6, Belgium.
V IK E  H ALFBACK  Dave Mielke maneuvers to avoid a defensive safety in last Satur­
day’s acton at the Lawrence Bowl. Lawrence won the name but Mielke later sustained 
a broken ankle.
Vikes Pound St. Olaf» 28-7» 
Will Face Rams Tomorrow
Vike Runners Lose 
Cross-Country Meet
The Vike runners lost to a 
strong St. Olaf team last Sat­
urday. Oct. 7. 22-34. St. O laf a 
top two runners crossed the four 
mile finish line in under 22 
minutes while Lawrence’s Bill 
Giese finished third in 22:17. 
Another St. Olaf competitor 
completed the four mile circuit 
before fifth place Mark Leonas 
and sixth place Wayne Draeger 
sprinted in. Leonas’ tim e was 
22 48, and Dnaeger’s was 23:15. 
Vern WiJmot and Tony Cruz- 
Uribe rounded out the Lawrence 
top five, placing ninth and 
eleventh respectively.
H ie upcoming Homecoming 
weekend brings Ooroeil to com­
pete on the Lawrence course. 
If you’ve never seen someone 
run four miles, why not watch 
at 12:30 Saturday, Oct. 14, at 
Whiting Field.
COME. . .  
Visit Our Store
Complete Line of
SPORTING GOODS
BERGGREIM’S 
SPORT SHOP
203 W. ColUg« Av*. 
AppUton — Ph. 733*9536
VIS IT
Our Remodeled
SKI SHOP
* Head and Northland 
SKIS
* Molitor and Kastinger 
SKI BO OTS
* W hite Stag, Spinnerin 
Sun V alley and 
Obermeyer 
SK I CLO TH IN G
Playing under adverse weather 
conditions and without the ser­
vices of staring defensive tackle 
Dennis DeCock, the Vikings rose 
to the occasion and thoroughly 
pounded St. Olaf into submission
28 to 7 last Saturday.
The Oles who chased Lawrence 
into the last minute of play last 
year before surrendering were 
again predicted to be worthy op­
ponents. The unbeaten and untied 
St. Olaf team  featured an offen­
sive machine which had posted 
an average of 35 points a game in 
their first two starts. However, 
the Vikings were more than equal 
to the challenge
HWC Results
W L P OP
Lawrence 3 0 71 32
Ripon 3 0 107 68
Cornell 3 0 95 50
Ooe 2 1 67 56
St. Olaf 2 1 77 80
Monmouth 1 2 79 101
Beloit 1 2 46 51
Carleton 0 3 51 80
Grinnell 0 3 51 102
Knox 0 3 34 90
Games Tomorrow 
Cornell at Lawrence 
Coe at St. Olaf 
Ripon at Monmouth 
Knox at Grinnell 
Beloit aft Car let on 
Results Last Week 
Lawrence 28, St. Olaf 7 
Cornell 40, Monmouth 19 
Ripon 47, Grinnell 7 
Beloit 25, Knox 14 
Coe 31, Carleton 20
Ripon, rolling up an average 
of 436 yards per game while hold­
ing the opposition to a ¡196-yard 
average, is the leader in both of­
fense and defense in the Midwest 
Conference.
However kvjgue figures com­
piled Tuesday showed three other 
clubs — Monmouth, Cornell and 
Coe—posting impressive marks to 
lead individual departments. Cor­
nell defenders have held oppon­
ents to a mere 60 yards per game 
on the ground while Coe has the 
stingiest pass defense, giving up 
an average of only 90 yards per 
game
Monmouth is the conference’s 
top passing club, averaging 225 
yards per game. Monmouth, third 
only to Ripon and Cornell in total 
offense, will test the Ripon de­
fenses Saturday (Oct. 14' when 
the Scots entertain Ripon in one 
of three conference key games.
The Lawrence offensive unit 
wasted no time in scoring as they 
penetrated the Ole secondary 
with a scoring strike from Mc­
Kee to Rod Clark After the de­
fensive unit forced the St. Olaf 
offense to punt after their first 
series of downs, McKee once again 
spear-headed a  drive which end­
ed with another touchdown pass, 
this time to sophomore end Bill 
Davis.
The St. Olaf offense fielded the 
kick off and moved the ball 
through the air deep into Viking 
territory.
On a  third down play, the Ole 
quarterback scrambled in his own 
backfield long enough to free a 
receiver in the end one; the only 
play of the day which brought any 
warmth to the wet and disappoint­
ed St. Olaf fans. The half ended 
with the Vikings on top of a 14 
to 7 score.
The Lawrence club cam e out on 
the field after the intermission 
determined not to let victory slip 
from their grasp. They iced the 
cake with another scoring pass 
to Bill Davis and a short scamper 
by Chuck McKee.
The Viking defense, meanwhile, 
did their best to m ake the rainy 
afternoon anything but a  mem­
orable one for St. Olaf.
This week the Vikings play host 
to the Cornell Rams for what they 
hope to be a successful hom e 
coming!
POWDER PUFF 
FOOTBALL CLASSIC 
On Sunday, October 22, at 
2:30 p.m., legions of amazons 
of all sizes will compete in 
the annual DG-Pi Phi Powder 
Puff Football Classic at the 
bottom of Union Hill. Proceeds 
from a 25 cent admission 
charge will be donated to char- 
Ity.
Unbeaten Lawrence and Cornell 
clash here tomorrow, with the 
league lead at stake. Lawrence, 
Cornell and Ripon are tied for 
the No. 1 spot with 3-0 records.
Coe and St. Olaf. tied for fourth 
with 2-1 records, will play tomor­
row at Northfield, Minn. The 
game will have three of the con­
ference’s top scorers in action. 
Paul Anderson, Ole quarterback, 
is the second ranking scorer with 
36 points while Alan Rowe, Coe 
fullback, is third with 30. The No.
4 man is St. Olaf’s Mike Schmeis- 
ing with 27 points.
VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By BILL GODFREY and D A V E  FRASCH
It seems as though some of the followers of Lawrence 
sports have been a little overwhelmed by the ridiculous 
names and the unfamiliar homes of Viking opponents. Of 
course, we all know where Appleton, is and who the \  ikes 
are- don’t we? Being over alert to the questions of our 
readers, we will do our best to explain the wonderful little 
athletic world that contains such weird creatures as Si- 
washers, Kohawks, and Redmen.
Lawrence, that's us baby, is a member of the Midwest 
Athletic Conference, an illustrious organization that pro­
tects our interests and regulates our intercollegiate com­
bat. W ith nine other colleges of similar size, temperament 
and purpose, Lawrence athletes “enrich their lives in v ig ­
orous and competitive sports.” As you might not suppose, 
Appleton is a thriving, sophisticated metropolis compared 
with some of the isolated outposts inhabitated by our 
perennial athletic enemies.
Northfield, Minnesota, is the enbodiment of college 
town, U.S.A.' with both Carleton College and St. Olaf 
Colege situated on across-town hills. (Northfield is other­
wise to be long remembered as the scene of one of Jesse 
James’ less daring bank jobs.) Carleton does her best to en­
hance the conference’s academic reputation and to keep her 
students out of each other's dorms and into their rather 
infamous arboretum. (This is, of course, a situation only 
vaguely analogous to such things as open dorms and union 
hills.) When the Carleton athletes are prostrate on the 
field — of sport, theyre known affectionally as Carls.
St. Olaf, with a horde of 2,500 hardy Scandinavians and 
other assorted types, is a monster by conference standards* 
but strigent rules keep the masses in line by diverting en­
ergies into sports and driving underground all envy of 
neighboring Carleton's liberal regulations, .For some 
strange reason, St. Olaf’s brawny athletes are known as 
Oles.
Equally incomprehensible is Knox College’s unusual 
nickname, the Siwash. Honestly, that’s their* name. To  
be sure, Galesburg, Illinios, may be out the mainstream of 
American life* but isolation can not explain everything. 
How would you like to cheer for the Siwashers?
Deeper into the cornfield wilderness of Illinois lies Mon­
mouth, home of Monmouth College. The Fighting Scots 
of Monmouth apparently care to keep alive the admirable 
characteristics of their founders. It has been rumored 
that Monmouth does not match the academic and cultural 
standards of other schools in the conference, and certainly 
we do not intend to suggest that some of the Scot athletes 
seem dull and ignorant.
Mt. \  ernon, in addition to being a historically signifi­
cant residence, is a very small town in Iowa that exists be­
cause of Cornell College. Cornell remains nondescript, 
complying with traditional college nomeclature, calling her 
athletic teams the Rams.
A short hitch down the road is Cedar Rapids, home of 
Coe College. Cedir Rapids is also the home of Quaker 
Oats, and if you think that Kaukuana smells, imagine 
something worse. In a clever attempt to be unconvention­
al, Coe came up with the name Kohawks.
Even further into the interior sits venerable Grinnell, 
College, located quite appropriately in Grinnell, Iowa. The 
fight to overcome the frontier continues for the Pioneers 
of Grinnell.
Getting closer to home, we find Beloit College in Beloit, 
W ise. (Aren’t you glad that we don’t attend Appleton Col­
lege?) \ \  ith most of the Beloit students either growing in 
Europe, studying independently, or hiding from establish­
ment, Beloit needs some Buccaneer-types in order to meet 
conference obligations. The football Bucs (catch that tricky 
abbreviation) throw passes often with a pro offense. For­
tunately, Lawrence does not meet Beloit this year, so re­
lax girls, you’re still safe.
Lawrence’s BIG RIVAL, the guys that we all hate, be­
cause they re well, anyway, we arc supposed to dislike 
them more than the others because ever since way back 
when, its been that way, is Ripon. Ripon College is located* 
in Ripon, Wisconsin, which is. well—it is 40 miles from 
Appleton, Wisconsin. The Ripon Redmen seem to have 
had an Indian heritage, but we can not hold that against 
them, because they have to play the game and have a nick­
name like everyone else.
Whomever was responsible for the stroke of imagination  
that resulted in Lawrence teams being called Vikings was 
certainly a perceptive observer of the local scene. Vikings, 
the name stirs visions of brave and brawny (and mavbe 
brainless too) men gliding through Northern nights guided 
only by the stars. Sure. man. its tough to stumble down 
nllege Ave. blinded by ale and the psychedelic lighting.
as. o u r  u n iq u e  s ta tu s  a s  th e  c o n fe re n c e ’s o n lv  u n iv e rs i ty  
d e m a n d s  spec ia l a t te n t io n .  I)(> you u n d e r s ta n d  w h v  w e 
co m b in ed  w ith  D o w n e r?  W e a re  s ta tu s  se e k e rs , of c o u rse .
i i"|>( th a t y o u  w ill be ab le  now  to  g e t so m e  m e a n ­
in g  tn m i th e  s tr a n g e  n a m e s  an d  p la ce s  in th e  s p o r ts  p a g e - .
. ml. mavbe. just maybe, nobody in Alexander Gvm will 
get on our back this week.
APPLETON HI-FI CENTER
Catalog Discount Prices on World Famous 
Fisher — Haron Kardon — Kenwood — Sony  
323 W. College Ave., ‘across from Sears,’ 733-7525
